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Palo Alto Networks and Netsecurity
  Managed Detection and Response (MDR) 

The Challenge
The threat landscape is constantly and swiftly changing. 
 Attackers are getting more sophisticated, outsmarting their 
victims as organizations move quickly into the digital world 
with limited security resources. The rapid shift to hybrid 
cloud solutions and outsourcing leaves these organizations 
with less control over what security controls they have in 
place. Compounding the problem, there is an increasing gap 
between attackers’ capabilities, speed, and agility compared 
with organizations’ ability to secure their business with tra-
ditional security technology and operational best practices.

Netsecurity Secure Operations MDR
Netsecurity Secure Operations MDR is part of a complete 
service offering addressing the increasing gap between the 
threat landscape and the need for rapid adaptation to chang-
ing business needs without increased cyber risk.
Netsecurity Secure Operations offers a robust set of advanced 
security operations capabilities, powered by Cortex XDR:
• 24/7 threat detection
• Machine-speed analysis, investigation, and response to

threats
• Multilayer prevention across network, endpoint, and cloud

assets, built on fundamental principles of Zero Trust
• Transparent technical and “management level” reporting

on cyberthreats affecting the organization’s environment

Palo Alto Networks and Netsecurity 
Secure Operations
Palo Alto Networks and Netsecurity have partnered since 
2009, delivering best-in-class security outcomes to  customers 
throughout the Norwegian region. Blending Palo Alto Net-
works technology with Netsecurity’s security service exper-
tise, organizations can strengthen their security maturity with 
 services like Netsecurity’s Secure Operations MDR.
Netsecurity Secure Operations MDR is a managed  security 
operations center (SOC) offering built on Cortex XDR™ and 
 Cortex™ XSOAR for automated and AI-based detection, 
 investigation, and response. The service relieves organi-
zations from the day-to-day burden of security operations 
and achieves 24/7, year-round coverage, with service-level 
agreements (SLAs) based on mean time to detect (MTTD) and 
mean time to respond (MTTR) of less than 60 minutes.

Netsecurity Secure Operations 
Netsecurity Secure Operations is addressing the challenges of 
a fast-evolving threat landscape and organizations lacking 
the ability to keep up with attackers. 
By bridging the gap between customers’ business needs, 
 cybersecurity requirements, and actual capabilities,  Netsecurity 
managed services help enterprises of all sizes, complexity, and 
maturity levels.
The aim is to adapt to any customer needs with a flexible and 
future-proofed services approach.

Benefits of the Integration
Discover, remediate, and mitigate attacks early to reduce risk 
across network, endpoint, and cloud assets. Take advantage of:
• Proactive cybersecurity services that adapt to a  constantly

changing threat landscape with a multilayered Zero Trust
approach

• Machine-speed analysis and response 
• Automation combined with human analytics
• 24/7 threat detection with incident investigation and response

Figure 1: Netsecurity Secure Operations MDR 
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About Netsecurity
Netsecurity is a Norwegian owned company delivering services 
from Norway, focused and specialised within  Cybersecurity. 
The Cybersecurity market is constantly evolving, with new 
challenges impacting enterprises and organisations. Insight 
and intelligence are at the core of every top-class  security 
 operation. Netsecurity’s holistic security approach is built 
around our world class Secure Operations. We have devel-
oped a market leading cybersecurity operation, by investing in 
breakthrough innovation and best-of-breed-technology. Our 
customers have access to an agile security organisation that 
embeds security into every aspect of their operations, align-
ing it with each customers specific business needs. In building 
 resilience from the core, our customers businesses can operate 
and grow confidently even in today’s rapidly evolving threat 
landscape. Find out more at www.netsecurity.no.

About Palo Alto Networks
Palo Alto Networks, the global cybersecurity leader, is shaping 
the cloud-centric future with technology that is transforming 
the way people and organizations operate. Our mission is to be 
the cybersecurity partner of choice, protecting our digital way 
of life. We help address the world’s greatest security challenges 
with continuous innovation that seizes the latest breakthroughs 
in artificial intelligence, analytics, automation, and orches-
tration. By delivering an integrated platform and empower-
ing a growing ecosystem of partners, we are at the forefront of 
 protecting tens of thousands of organizations across clouds, 
networks, and mobile devices. Our vision is a world where each 
day is safer and more secure than the one before. For more  
information, visit www.paloaltonetworks.com.
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